It is our great pleasure to announce the **XXV International Summer School “Nicolás Cabrera”**. This series of summer schools, organized by the Instituto Nicolás Cabrera at the Universidad Autónoma de Madrid and financed by the Fundación BBVA, deals with current topics in Materials Science since 1994. Next year, it will focus on “Manipulating Light and Matter at the Nanoscale”, and will be held from the 10th to the 14th of September 2018 in Miraflores de la Sierra, Spain (close to Madrid).

This international school aims to provide a broad introduction to current trends in light-matter interactions at the nanoscale to students and young postdocs. A list of confirmed keynote and invited speakers, as well as other details and information, can be found at [INC Summer School 2018](http://www.nicolascabrera.es/summerschool2018).

The School will consist of lectures, discussions, and poster sessions, and will last from...
the morning of Monday, Sep 10, until around noon on Friday, Sep 14. It will include a half-day excursion to a landmark and a traditional dinner in the vicinity of Madrid. Note that registration is already open. The fee (400€) covers accommodation, meals, and coffee breaks, as well as the school trip and dinner. A limited number of scholarships to waive the registration fee will be available. If you have any questions, please, do not hesitate to contact us at school@nicolascabrera.es.

BIOMOLECTRO: Conference on BioMolecular Electronics

We are pleased to announce a Conference on BioMolecular Electronics (BIOMOLECTRO) which will be held in Madrid from 27th to 31st of August 2018. The aim of the conference is to bring together theoreticians and experimentalists working on the electron transport through biomolecules such as proteins, peptides or DNA, as well as through bio-inspired devices and systems like bacterial nanowires or biofilms. Please visit www.cecam.org website. Registration is now open. Please submit your abstract for oral presentation by the 30th of April. The event is free of charge (up to 100 participants) thanks to support from CECAM and Psi-K. There are also three travel grants (of 300 € each) for master students whose research is related to scientific computation and which are generously offered by Catedra Fujitsu-UAM. For further information, please send an email to Linda A. Zotti, linda.zotti(at)uam.es

The organizers
Annual INC Young Researchers Meeting 2014 - La Cristalera

The Young Researchers Meeting is dedicated to those PhD students and young doctors whose research work has been or is being performed at the Institute Nicolás Cabrera.

Sessions: Oral & Poster
When: 19th December 2014
Where: Cristalera Residence, Miraflores de la Sierra, Madrid, Spain
Location Map
For further details please contact Alfredo Levy Yeyati.

TNT 2014 Barcelona - Spain

The 15th edition of Trends in Nanotechnology International Conference (TNT2014) is being launched following the overwhelming success of earlier Nanotechnology Conferences. The TNT2014 edition will take place in Barcelona (Spain).

This high-level scientific meeting series aims to present a broad range of current
research in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology as well as related policies (European Commission, etc.) or other kind of initiatives (iNANO, nanoGUNE, MANA, GDR-I, etc.). TNT events have demonstrated that they are particularly effective in transmitting information and establishing contacts among workers in this field.

The TNT2014 structure will keep the fundamental features of the previous editions, providing a unique opportunity for broad interaction.

More information available at: www.tntconf.org/2014
The call for papers is currently open – Click Here

TNT2014 Deadlines
Abstract Submission (Oral request): June 09, 2014
Student Grant (Travel bursary) Request: June 09, 2014
For Deadlines Click Here

---

**TNT 2013 Seville - Spain**

The 14th edition of Trends in Nanotechnology International Conference (TNT2013) is being launched following the overwhelming success of earlier Nanotechnology Conferences. The TNT2013 edition will take place in the Hotel Silken Al-Andalus Palace, Seville (Spain).

This high-level scientific meeting series aims to present a broad range of current research in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology as well as related policies (European Commission, etc.) or other kind of initiatives (iNANO, nanoGUNE, MANA, GDR-I, etc.). TNT events have demonstrated that they are particularly effective in transmitting information and establishing contacts among workers in this field.

The TNT2013 structure will keep the fundamental features of the previous editions, providing a unique opportunity for broad interaction. For more information please visit TNT website.